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Transcriptionnal regulation of seed storage proteins (SSP) 

synthesis

In barley : 8 TFs involved in the regulation of genes coding SSP 

All found in wheat; 5/8 have been demonstrated to regulate SSP synthesis

(Conlan et al., 1999; Albani et al., 1997; Ravel et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2017; Boudet et al., submitted)
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Transcriptionnal regulation involves two actors among others : 

- Cis-motif= conserved short DNA sequence in the promoter

- Transcription factor (TF) = protein able to bind cis-motif

SAD



Transcriptionnal regulation of SSP synthesis in wheat

 What are the candidateTFs (level 2) involved in the regulation of the 

target TFs of the first level ? Could they modulate SSP composition?
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1/ Identify new TFs (candidate TFs, level 2), which regulate the TFs of the level 1

(targets) involved in the regulation of the wheat SSP.

Goals and approaches

2/ Allele-mining : analyzing the wheat exome to study the allelic diversity in

the TF candidates. Validating (or not) their effect by linkage mapping.

In vitro approach: DNA-protein 

interactions by Y1H screening

In silico approach: RNAseq data 

and network construction in T. 

monococcum, a wheat diploid 

species



Identification of TF candidates

In vitro assays: Y1H screening to identify proteins interacting with the promoter of

TF targets

Y1H screning Candidate TFs identified

Bait (promoter, p) Prey Name

pSHP
cDNA library of 

wheat grain

ROC8

HdZip1

ERF5

CH3 protein54

pSPA
cDNA library of 

Arabidopsis TFs

Atg312910 

AtNAC42
wheat orthologous to be checked)

Merlino et al, in preparation

Targets Candidates



22,910 expressed genes

BLAST against PlantTFDB

(3,606 wheat TFs)

1,159 genes coding for TFs

580 TF genes conserved to 

establish networks with RulNet, 

a tool based on rules

(http://rulnet.isima.fr)
(Agier et al., 2007; Vincent et al., 2015)

Identification of TF candidates

In silico analysis:  Identification of TF candidates by a network-based strategy

T. monococcum

mRNA extraction

RNA seq (T. monococcum genome of MIPS with 3,2047

genes)

In grain

The grain response to nutrition:was studied :

Integrative analysis of the einkorn (Triticum monococcum) grain response to 

nitrogen and sulphur supply. Bonnot et al. Plant cell. To be resubmitted



Identification of TF candidates

In silico analysis:  Identification of TF candidates by a network-based strategy

What is a rule? 
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To link X and Y, decide of the 

lowest value of 3 parameters

reflecting the quality of the rule :

Support = the rule frequency

Confidence = proportion of samples in 

which the rule is verified

= 4/8 = 0,5

= 4/4 = 1

Lift = reflect statistical dependency

between X and Y 

= 4*8/4*4 = 2

G1 G2

An example :  X and Y are strongly

expressed in the same samples 0.5

0.8

1



Identification of TF candidates

In silico analysis:  Identification of TF candidates by a network-based strategy

TF candidates 

(level 2): gene

expression (> or 

< threshold )

TF targets (level 1): difference of gene

expression between 2 following stages 

(positive or negative)

Rule used between TFs : 

FTs level 2 FTs level 1 Effect

> positive

Activation

< negative

> negative

Repression

< positive

Confidence = 0,9

Lift = 1.5

Support =0.2



Identification of TF interacting with TF involved in SSP synthesis

In silico analysis:  Identification of TF candidates by a network-based strategy

182  TF 

candidates



Identification of TF interacting with TF involved in SSP synthesis

In silico analysis:  Identification of TF candidates by a network-based strategy

182  TF 

candidates

Blast / wheat

IWGS RefSeq

v1.0

179 TF candidates with hits 

on wheat genome => 636 

wheat genes (mean length = 

1855 nucl)

Allele mining (SNP from the  

Whealbi set) for 660 

candidate genes

5 Y1H  TF candidates

=>24 wheat genes

Consortium (IWGSC) TIWGS, Investigators IR principal, Appels R, Eversole K, Feuillet C, Keller B, et al. 2018. Shifting 

the limits in wheat research and breeding using a fully annotated reference genome. Science.
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24 genes

3 (12%)  with polymorphisms

Polymorphisms in the five Y1H candidate TFs

Nb SNPS – Nb indels



263 genes (41%)  with polymorphisms

1389 SNPs + 120 indels

Polymorphisms in the 182 network candidate TFs

373

263

No polymorphism Polymorphisms



Association studies

512 accessions

Whealbi collection

INRA core collection

366 accessions

Balfourier et al, 2007

108
88

104 66

SSP composition by HPLC 

in 3 environnements

Protein content

N/S



Association studies

With rrBLUP (Endelman, J.B. 2011). MAF >0.025. FDR < 0.05.

SNPs in target TFs (11 genes with polymorphisms ou of 24) and in TFs found in 

response to nutrition also considered

TRIAE_CS42_6AS_TGACv1_485708_AA1550610_945942

Only one gene associated with the HMWG to LMWG ratio at low N level



Conclusions 

Could storage protein composition be modified by acting at the 

transcriptional level?  Not sure. 

How to explain our negative results?

- Several candidate TFs, which could not be tested

- A too light action of TFs

- A unrelevant rule

However, before to conclude

Find more markers and test them

A GWAS approach with all Whealbi markers at least in all TFs could be 

done to find QTLs related to SSP composition 
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